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We characterize those functions that are the rank functions of closure spaces of finite rank. In 
case such a function is defined on a finite set, we are able to improve this characterization. 
1. Introduction 
Characterizations of functions which are rank functions of matroids are well 
known (e.g., Whitney [4], Welsh [3]). Recently Euler and Woodall gave similar 
types of characterizations of hereditary structures (called independence systems by 
Euler) over finite sets [2, 5]. In light of the fact that matroids are a special type of 
hereditary structure, we consider the question of characterizing functions of 
hereditary structures which are weaker than matroids. Closure spaces fall into this 
category, as ' independence' (as defined in matroids) can be defined in terms of a 
closure operator (e.g. [3]), and the purpose of this note is to give a characteriza- 
tion of those functions that are the rank functions of closure spaces of finite rank. 
To make things quite precise, we first give definitions of 'closure space' and 
'rank function'. 
A closure space is a pair (S, ( ) )  where S is a set and ( ) a function from 2 s into 
2 s, called a closure operation, such that for all X, Y___ S we have: 
(i) X ~ (X), 
(ii) (x )  = ((JO), 
(iii) X~ Y implies (X)c (Y ) .  
If X satisfies (X)= X, then X is said to be closed. 
The rank of a closed set A, denoted by o(A), is defined by 
p(A) = max{r [there exist closed sets Ai, O<~i<~r, with 
Ao~AI~'" "  ~A,  =A}. 
If X is any set, then by definition p(X)= p({X)). 
(To put closure spaces into perspective, note that if a closure space satisfies 
(iv) if y~<X) and y e<XO{x}), then xe<XO{y}), 
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then it is a matroid, and if it satisfies 
(iv)' (X) LI (Y) = (X U Y), 
then it is a topological space.) 
In Sections 2 and 3 we prove Theorems 1 and 2 below, 
Theorem 1. Let S be any set and r : 2 s ~ N U {0} a function from the power set of S 
to the non-negative integers, such that for all subsets X, Y of S, and elements x of S: 
(1) If Xc_ Y, then r(X)~<r(Y). 
(2) If X~ Y, then [r(XU{x}) = r(X) ~ r(YU{x}) = r(Y)]. 
(3) If X~-Ni~I Y~ and r(X)=r(Yi) for all i in an index set I, then r (X)= 
r(U~E~ Y,). 
(4) If r(X) # 0, then there exists Y ~ X such that r(X) = r(Y) + 1. 
Then r induces a closure space on S for which it is the rank function. 
Conversely, the rank function of any closure space of finite rank satisfies (1)-(4). 
We shall see (in Section 3) that Axioms (1)-(3) alone are sufficient o induce a 
closure space. However, it is easy to see that if r satisfies (1)-(3), then any 
multiple of r does. Hence these axioms alone are not enough to determine the 
rank function. 
In Section 2 we show that if S is a finite set, then Axiom (3) follows from 
Axioms (1) and (2) (while in the infinite case this does not necessarily happen). 
We thus have the next result. 
Theorem 2. Let S be a finite set and r : 2 s ~ N U {0} a function from the power set 
of S to the non-negative integers uch that for all subsets X and Y of S, and 
elements x of S, Axioms (1), (2) and (4)/w/z/. Then r induces a closure space on S 
for which it is the rank function. Conversely, the rank function of any closure space 
defined on a finite set satisfies (1), (2) and (4). 
We mention also that those functions that are the rank functions of closure 
spaces in which all maximal chains of dosed sets have the same finite length were 
characterized by the author in [1]. 
2. Axiom (3) 
l.,ernma. Let S be a finite set and r a function from 2 s into N U {0}. If r satisfies 
Axioms (1) and (2), then it satisfies Axiom (3). 
Proof. Suppose X_  N,~ Y, and r(X) = r(Yi) for all i c L Let y c Ui~r Yi- Suppose 
YeY i -Then r(X)<~r(XU{y})~r(Yi) by (1), and r (X)=r(Y i )  by assumption; 
these together imply that r (X)= r(XU{y}). Since X~_ Yj for each j, (2) now 
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r(Yj U{y}). The argument can now be repeated with Yi replaced by Yi U{y} for 
all ]. Since Ui~r Y~ is finite, a finite iteration will yield the desired result. [] 
To see that the lemma does not necessarily hold if S is not finite, consider the 
following example. Let S be the integers and define 
1 if X is finite, 
r(X)= 2 otherwise. 
It is easy to check that (1) and (2) hold, while (3) does not: 
X={0}~ N Y~, where Y~={- i , - ( i -1 )  . . . . .  i - l , /} .  
i6NU{O} 
r(X) = r(Y~) = 1 while r(i..J,~r Y~) = r(S) = 2. 
In fact, if we define r(~)= 0 (instead of 1), then (4) also holds. 
3. The theorems 
Because of the lemma, Theorem 2 will follow immediately from Theorem 1. 
We assume first of all only that Axioms (1)-(3) hold and using these, introduce 
a closure space. 
For all X :__ S, define 
<x)= U z. 
Z~X 
r(Z) = r(X) 
Notice that <S) = S, and that from (3) it follows immediately that rCX) = r(<X)) for 
all X~_S. 
Moreover, if x eZ  such that X~Z and r (X)= rCZ), then by (1), rCX)= 
r(XU{x}).  But if rCXU{x})=r(X)  then XU{x} is one of the sets Z in the 
definition of <X). We therefore have 
<x> -- {x l ,(x u {x}) = ,(x)}. 
To show that ( ) is a closure operator, we must prove (i), (ii) and (iii). The first 
of these is trivial. Hence also, (X) :_ <<X)). Now let x e((X)). So r((X))= 
r((X)U{x}). But r((X))=r(X)<~r(XU{x})<~r((X)U{x}) using (1), so r(X)= 
r(XU{x}) and then x~<X). Thus (ii) holds. Finally, let X~Y and x~<Y). So 
r(XU{x})= r(X). By (2), r(YU{x})= r(Y) whence x e(Y). Thus (iii) holds. 
We now assume that (4) holds. 
If X is closed and Y:_X, then because (Y)___ (X )=X and r((Y))= r(Y), we can 
always choose Y in Axiom (4) to be dosed whenever X is closed. 
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Hence there are dosed subsets S,-1 of S, S,-2 of S,,_1, etc. such that r (S,_ l )+ 
1 = r (S)= n, say, r(S,_2)+ 1 = r(S,_O and so on. Since r(S)<oo, we get a chain 
such that r(Si) = i. 
Now let Xo~X~" '~X~_ I~S be a maximal chain of dosed sets. Since, 
from the definition of (X), a closed set of given rank is clearly a maximal  set of 
that rank, we have 
r(Xo) < r(X~) <. . .  < r (Xm-O < r(S) = n. 
It follows that m ~< n, while m maximal implies m = n. 
It is easy to see that the rank function of any closure space of finite rank must 
satisfy (1)-(4). This completes the proof of the theorem. []  
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